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ABSTRACT

Shock wave interactions with grid-generated homogeneous and isotropic
turbulence are observed numerically by solving the time-dependent three-
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with k-eturbulence model for a
compressible fluid. Numerical rneasurements are taken before and after the
interaction of turbulent regime with the normal shock wave reflected from the
end wall. All turbulent fluctuations are measured during the compression by
the reflected shock on the turbulent fteld and it is observed that the
longitudinal turbulent velocity fluctuations are amplift,ed after the
shocklturbulence interaction. The ampffication of turbulent fluctuations and
turbulent kinetic energy level depend on the shock strength and the shock
induced flow conditions behind the shock wave. The ampffication factor of
longitudinal turbulence intensity is 1.985-2.120 and the ampliJication factor of
turbulent kinetic energy level is 3.086-3.410 in interaction of normal shock
with homogeneous, isotropic turbulence for incident shock Mach number 1.50
and the ampffication magnitude of longitudinal turbulence intensity and
turbulent kinetic energy level decrease for incident shock Mach number 2.20
where the dissipatinn rate of nrbulent kinetic energ! decrease in all the cases
of s ho ck/turbule nc e interactio n.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The interaction of shock waves with turbulent flows is of great practical
importance in engineering applications. These types of interactions are
commonly seen in aeromechanical systems and in combustion processes as well
as in high-speed rotor flows. For designing aero-mechanism systems such as
transpoft aircraft of supersonic and hypersonic speed, the shock wave and the
turbulence interaction effects are the important phenomena. The outcomes
of the interactions of shock wave with homogeneous and isotropic turbulence
are the amplification of longitudinal velocity fluctuation, the amplification of
turbulent kinetic energy level and substantial changes in length scales. The
selection of homogeneous and isotropic turbulent field interactions are the easier
phenomena than the other types of turbulent field like turbulent boundary layer
interactions, turbulent wake-shock interaction etc. Turbulence amplification
through shock wave interactions is a direct effect of the Rankine-Hugoniot
relations.

For the present numerical investigations, it is attempted to generate a
compressible flow of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence in a shock tube. The
shock wave and the gas flow following the shock are passed through the
turbulence grid. The elementary waves formed by diffraction of the shock at the
grid propagate in downstream direction and after a short period converge to form
again plane, normal shock which is weaker than the incident shock. The plane
shock after the reflection from the end wall of the tube interacts with the grid-
generated turbulent field. In these computations, the shock induced flow
velocities behind the incident shock are subsonic flow and supersonic flow. After
passing the turbulence-generating grids, the flow oscillations increase and the
flow velocity inside the selected turbulent field are less than the initial flow
velocity. The flow velocities behind the reflected shock are very low and the
turbulent field oscillations increase after the interaction with the reflected shock.
The aim of the numerical measurements is to compare the turbulent properties of
this flow regime before and after the interaction with the reflected shock wave.
The reflected shock is plane in shape at the beginning of the interaction and due
to interaction with the turbulent field, the shock wave starts distorted whose
magnitude depends on the strength of the turbulent field. The flow velocities are
changed from subsonic flow to supersonic flow by increasing the shock Mach
number to observe the basic change of the turbulent field after the interaction. In
these computations, three-dimensional numerical code are selected because all of
the interactions are three dimensional in nature and turbulence in all its
complexity is characterized by instantaneous flow variables that exhibits a
variations in time and space.
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Experimental realization of a homogeneous and isotropic flow interacting
with a normal shock in the laboratory is a difficult task due to generation of
compressible and isotropic turbulent flow and the generation of a normal shock
interacting with flow. The experimental anangement in shock tubes offers the
possibility of unsteady shock interactions with isotropic turbulence of various
length scale and intensity. Such types of experiments were conducted by
Hesselink and Sturtevant [1], Keller and Merzkirch [2], Honkan and
Androupoulus [3]. Configuring a homogeneous and isotropic turbulence
interacting with a normal shock in a supersonic wind tunnel appears to be more
difficult than in a shock tube. A turbulence-generating grid or other device is
usually placed in the flow upstream of the converging-diverging nozzle. The flow
then interacts with a stationary shock produced by a suitable section. The
problem with such configurations is that the flow anisotropy is substantially
increased through the nozzle. A multi nozzle turbulence generator was used in the
Mach 3 experiments of Alem [4] published by Bane et al. [5]. A normal shock
was fbrmed by the interaction of two oblique shock waves of opposite directions.
The flow after the interaction is highly accelerated because of the two-shear
layers/slip lines in the boundary of the useful flow region. The velocity is 200m/s
at x= 10 mm after the shock and increases to 250mls at 20mm, which results in an
acceleration of 6rzl6x=5400s-1. This level of acceleration is very strong and is
expected to reduce turbulence intensities after the interaction. Thus, the
amplification levels found in this work are probably contaminated by the
additional effects of acceleration in the subsonic flow downstream of the
interaction. Another weakness of this data set is that the level of turbulence
intensity at the location of the shock is extremely \ow, -0.4Va.

Experiments on the interaction between the shock wave and the grid-
generated turbulence were conducted by Debreve and Lacharme [6] and they
measured velocity and temperature spectra upstream and downstream of the
shock wave and concluded that turbulent fluctuations are amplified and Taylor
micro scales increase during the interaction. Jacquin et al. [7] investigated the
interactions of a normal shock wave with grid-generated turbulence and a
turbulent jet and they observed that turbulence amplification was not significant
for the grid-generated turbulence and that the decay of turbulent kinetic energy
was accelerated downstream of the shock wave. Their experiments treated the
interaction of a shock with quasi-incompressible turbulence where fluctuations in
pressure and density are not significant. An experiment on the interaction of weak
shocks (M,=1.007, 1.03 and 1.1) with a random medium of density in
homogeneity was performed by Hesselink and Sturtevant []. They observed that
the pressure histories of the distorted shock waves were both peaked and rounded
and explained these features in terms of the focusing/defocusing of the shock
front due to in homogeneity of the medium.
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Numerical techniqL'e for such types of interactions is more suitable to get the
reliable results and easily estimate the physical data structure which can difficult
to_measure in experiment. Using a shock capturing numerical technique, Rotman
l8l numerically calculated the change in a two-dimensional turbulent flow caused
by the passage of a traveling shock wave. He found that the shock causes in
increase in the turbulent kinetic energy and that the length scale of the turbulent
field.is reduced upon passage of the shock. He also f6und that increasing the
initial turbulent kinetic energy caused a straight shock wave to evolve into adistorted front' Lee, Lele and Moin [9] conducted direct numerical simulations oftwo-dimensional turbulence interacting with a shock wave and fbund that
vorticity amplification compared well with the predictions of the linear analysis
but turbulent kinetic energy evolution behind the shock showed significant
nonlinear effects. The energy spectrum was found to be enhanced more"at large
wave numbers, leading to an overall length scale decrease. For the preseint
numerical simulation, the 3D Navier-stokes equations using k-eturbulence'model,
are solved by shock capturing method where fbr more accu"rate solutions, the grij
adaptation techniques are used. Grid adaptation techniques with k-e turbulence
model are the improve techniques for numerical simulaiion of shock/turbulence
interaction.

2 NUMERICAL METHODS
The three-dimensional unsteady, compressible, Reynolds-averaged Navier_

stokes equations with k-a turbulence *bo"t are' solved by shoJk capturing
method' Without external forces and heat sources, the conservative form of non-
dimensionalized governing equation in three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate
system is,

ae , a@-Ffi , a(G_Gv) O(H_Hv\6*-a-*'T*T=s(o)
where, Q=[P, u, v, w, e, k, e 1, / is the time, fl G & H are inviscid flux vectors
and,Fn Gu &.H,-are viscous flux vectors and s(e) is the source term of k-emodel. Also p is the fluid density and, u, v and w are velocity components in each
direction of cartesian coordinates. e is the total energy p", unit volume.
.. Th.. governing equations described above for cSmpressible viscous flow arediscretised by the finite volume method. An upwind Godounov scheme of Flux

v_ector splitting method is used to discrete the inviscid flux terms and MUSCL_
Hancock scheme with [-eturbulence model is used for int"rpotation of variables
where HLL Reimann solver is used for shock capturing in it 

" 
flow. central

differencing scheme is used in discretizing the viscous flui terms. Two equations
for ft-eturbulence model are used to deteririne the dissipation oi tu.Uutent kinetic
energy and the rate ofdissipation. The ft and eequationi, each contains nonlinearproduction and destruction source terms, which can be very large near the solid
boundaries. According to linear stability theory, such terms c'an also severely
reduce convergence rates if purely explicit s"h"m" is used to descretize the
equations.
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Three dimensional hexahedral cells with adaptive grids are used for these
computations. In the grid system, the cell-edge data structures are arranged
in such a way that each cell contains six faces which are sequence in one to
six and each face indicates two neighboring cell that is left cell and right
cell providing all faces of a cell are vectorized by positions and coordinates.
The initial three-dimensional mesh with turbulence-generating grids is
shown in Fig.1. The physical size of each cell before adaptation is 5 x 5 x 5 (mm)
and the initial number of cell is 1985. For the computations, the grid
adaptation is performed by two procedures, one is refinement procedure and
another is coarsening procedure. In the refinement procedure, the cells are
selected for refinement in which every cell is divided into eight new sub
cells and these new sub cells are arranged in a particular sequence so that
these sub cells are used suitably in the data-structure. In three-dimensional
adaptation, the volume of new sub cells is 1/8 of primary cell where in two-
dimensional, this fraction is ll4. In the coarsening procedure, the eight

Turbulence-generating

Crid

(i).

( i i) .

Figure 1: (i) Three dimensional grid systems and turbulence-generating grids. (ii)
Sectional view of adaptive ZX-plane where the turbulent regime is shown.

sub cells, which are generated from the primary cell, are restored into primary
cell. The refinement and coarsening operations are handled separately in the
computation. The refinement and coarsening operations depend on the threshold
values for refinement and coarsening. In these computations, the threshold values
for refinement are used 0.16-0.48 and the threshold values for coarsenins are
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used 0.12-0.44 and the higher values are used for higher shock Mach number
and the level of refinement is 2. The adaptive mesh systems are shown in Fig.l
(ii), which are the two-dimensional cross sectional view of ZX-plane. The above
three-dimensional adaptive strategy is an extension and upgraded works of the
two-dimensional code (e.g. Sun t10l ).

The upstream of incident shock wave is set as an inflow boundary condition,
the properties and velocities of which are calculated from Rankine-Hugoniot
conditions with incident shock Mach number. The downstream inflow boundary
condition and the wall surface are used as solid boundary conditions where the
gradients normal to the surface are taken zero. All solid walls are treated as
viscous solid wall boundary. For the two-equation k- e model on solid boundaries,
turbulent eddy viscosity, ,cr, is set to zero.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In these computations, the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations with k- _
turbulence model for a compressible fluid are solved by grid adaptatio%
technique. All relevant turbulence parameters are resolved with k- ̂  turbulence
model and the shock wave is resolved as a solution of the Natvier-Stokes
equations with introducing the techniques of shock capturing. HLL Reimann
solver is used for shock capturing in the flow. There has one limitation in DNS of
Lee et al. [1] where DNS is not valid in a shock wave for M,>2.00.In these
computations, by introducing proper shock capturing technique, higher shock
Mach number, M,>2.00 are used.

For the numerical simulation, the computations are carried out by three shock
Mach number, M,-I.50, 2.00 and 2.20. The flow velocities behind the shock
wave are determined from Rankine-Hugoniot relations and it is seen that the flow
velocity behind the shock wave of Mach number 1.50 is subsonic and the flow
velocity behind the shock wave of Mach number, M,-2.00 and 2.20 is
supersonic. To generate a compressible flow of homogeneous, isotropic
turbulence; turbulence-generating grids are placed in the shock tube parallel to
YZ plane, which is shown in Fig.l (i). The total opening area of turbulence-
generating grids is 50.6Vo. Turbulence-generating grids are uniform in size and
spacing; so the shock wave and the gas flow following the shock wave after
passing through turbulence-generating grids generate a compressible flow of
homogeneous, isotropic turbulence. The regime between lateral plane AA and BB
in Fig.1 (ii), is treated as the selected turbulent regime. The centerline, along the
longitudinal direction of turbulent regime is treated as the centerline of the
turbulent regime. 20 points of equal spacing are taken on the centerline of the
turbulent regime and all turbulent parameters (velocity fluctuations. pressure
fluctuations etc.) are computed on these 20 points. The lateral planes intersect
these points and parallel to the YZ plane are treated as grid-data plane and the
grids inside the turbulent regime cut by the grid-data plane are the grids on the
grid-data plane. The value of the turbulent parameter on the center line of the
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turbulent regime is the average value of all the grid value of that parameter on the
grid-data plane and in these computations, the grids adjacent to the boundary are
not taken into account due to viscous effect. All the relevant turbulent parameters
are determined along the centerline of the turbulent regime at the moment of
reflected shock before entering into the turbulent regime and after interaction
with the turbulent regime. The fluctuations before interaction are measured for
different positions of shock between the turbulent regime and the end wall. The
different positions of shock before interaction between the turbulent regime and
the end wall are, first position is before reflection from the end wall and near the
end wall that is far from the turbulent regime, second position is after reflection
from the end wall and near the end wall that is far from the turbulent regime and
third position is after reflection from the end wall and near the turbulent regime.
The longitudinal distances (X/m) of any point on the centerline of the turbulent
regime are determined from the turbulence-generating gird where ru is the
maximum dimensional length of a grid in the grid systems.

The dimensionless longitudinal velocity fluctuations (u'/(D before interaction
and after interaction are characterized along the centerline of the turbulent regime
where, U is the flow velocity behind the incident shock wave and it is determined
for M"=1.59,2.00 and 2.20 by Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The longitudinal
velocity fluctuations (u) are the average fluctuation on the points of the
centerline of the turbulent regime. The longitudinal velocity fluctuation,

i l " . - "  I  - i@;"  )2
u, - i= | l_avandthe long i tud ina lRMSve loc i ty f luc tua t ion ,<u>: ]#

where, a1 is the instantaneous longitudinal velocity, tto,,the avetage velocity in
n
t l l

X-direction :+ and n is the number of grid on the grid-data plane where the

grids near the boundary are not taken into account due to viscous effect. The
longitudinal velocity fluctuation, u'/U is determined along the centerline of the
turbulent regime at different positions of the shock before entering into the
turbulent regime and after interaction with the turbulent regime. The longitudinal
velocity fluctuations are characterized along the centerline of the turbulent
regime which is shown in Fig.2 for M,=l.JQ. Similarly the longitudinal velocity
fluctuations, u'/U are characterized along the centerline of the turbulent regime
which are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4, for M,=).Qg and2.20 respectively. It is
observed that the longitudinal velocity fluctuations in the turbulent field are
enhanced during the compression by the reflected shock on the turbulent field.
The RMS longitudinal turbulence intensity, <u>/U before interaction and
after interaction are determined along the centerline of the turbulent regime
for M"= 1.50, 2.00 and 2.20. The outcomes of interaction are the amplification of
RMS longitudinal turbulence intensity and the amplification factor is defined

Av #*##h. The variation of amplificarion factor of longitudinal

turbulence intensity for different shock Mach number is shown in Fig.5. It
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is shown that the amplification range of longitudinal turbulence intensity is from
1.162 to 2.399 for Mach number range from 1.50 to 2.20. The experimental data
of Honkan et al. Il2l for shock Mach number, Mf 1.354 shows that the
amplification factor varies from 1.1 to 1.48. In these computations, the
amplification factor of turbulence intensity for Mr=1.50 varies from 1.985 to
2.120 where the fluctuations are measured after reflection from the end wall.
Similarly for M,=).QQ, it varies from 1.352 to 1.44I and for M,=2.20, it varies
from 1.162 to 1.223 where the fluctuations are measured after reflection from the
end wall. The highest amplification of turbulence intensity is 2, which is
observed in the experimental data of Briassulis and Andreopoulos [13]. From the
results of LIA data of Lee et al. [11], the maximum amplification of turbulence
intensity is close to 2.00 for Mach number range 1.02 to 1.2. From these
computations, it is clear that the outcomes of interaction effect of shock wave
with the subsonic flow are more than the outcomes of interaction effect of shock
wave with the supersonic flow and it is observed that inside the turbulent regime,
the fluctuations after reflection are enhanced more than the fluctuations at the
momentofreflection' 

iv.-u r
Thelateralvelocityfluctuation, ,'-i:t t- ar where, v; is the instantaneous

tv

and n is the number of grid on the grid-data plane where the grids near the
boundary are not taken into account due to viscous effect. Similarlv- the lateral

>,1w.-w I
velocityfluctuation, *'-i=t I- ar andwhere, w; is the instantaneous lateral

lateral velocity in l-directior, vo, , is the average velocity in Iz-direction :'=h'

n
n
Zw.
i= l  t

n ,velocity in Z-direction, the average velocity, wo,: in Z-direction

and n is the number of grid on the grid-data plane where the grids near the
boundary are not taken into account due t-o viscous effect. It is observed
that no substantial amplification of the lateral velocity fluctuation occurs
after interaction. The characteristics behaviors of v' are almost identical
with the characteristics behaviors of w', which was explained by Barre et
al. [5] and confirmed that the y' and w 'components behave in the same
way across the shock.

The normalized pressure variation along the centerline of the turbulent regime

are determined by P,,/Po where the average pressure, P*-+, p, is the

instantaneous pressure for any grid on the grid-data plane and n is the number
of grid on the grid-data plane avoiding grids near the boundary. Po is the STD
atmospheric pressure. It is observed that no substantial pressure variations
occur along the centerline of the turbulent regime. The pressure fluctuation,
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after interaction and far from the turbulent regime after reflection and before interaction
(c) after interaction and near the turbulent resime after reflection and before interaction.

The normalized pressure fluctuations, p'lP before interaction

and after interaction are determined along the centerline of the turbulent regime
for Mr=1.56,2.00 and2.20 where, P is the upstream pressure of the incident
shock wave and i t  is determined for M,=I.50,2.00 and 2.20 by
Rankine-Hugoniot relations. It is observed that no substantial amplification of
the pressure fluctuation occurs after interaction. Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig.8 show the
pressure variations across the reflected shock wave when the position of the
reflected shock wave is in the turbulent regime and the pressure profile obey the
shock reflection theory and also identical with experimental results of
Honkan et al. I l2].

The turbulent dissipation rate, e characteistics curves before interaction and
after interaction for different Mach numbe\ Ms=1.50, 2.00 and 2.20 along the
centerline of the turbulent regime are shown in Fig.9, Fig.10, and Fig.ll. It is
observed that in all cases, the dissipation rate inside this Mach range decrease
after the interaction of the shock waVe with the turbulent field.

The turbulent regime contains turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) levels. TKE
level represents the ratio of the kinetic energy of the turbulence divided by the
kinetic energy of the incoming flow,

TKE level  : t r  (u , t  +v,2 +w, ty l  ;  Ut
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Figure 6: Pressure (P"/Po) variation along the centerline of turbulent regime where

M,:1.50 (Here X":0.0 mm corresponds to the shock location and, X/m:1 .6).
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M,:2.00 (Here X":0.0 mm corresponds to the shock location andX/m:l.2).
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Figure 8: Pressure (P",/Po) variation along the centerline of turbulent regime where

M,:2.20 (Here X":0.0 mm conesponds to the shock location and X/m:7.2).
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The amplification of the TKE level is the ratio of the average TKE after
interaction of the shock wave with the turbulent regime to the average TKE
before interaction of the shock wave with the turbulent regime.

The amplification factor of the TKE level :
L1u'2ar ,21. '2  1
) 

'after 
interaction

|  6.2*r ,2** .2 '1
2' 

'before 
i+teraction

The variation of the amplification factor of TKE level for difilerent shock
Mach number is shown in Fig.12. The amplification range of TKE level is from
1.655 to 3.901 for shock Mach number range from 1.50 to 2.20. The
amplification factor of TKE level for M,:1.50 varies from 3.086 to 3.410 where
the fluctuations are measured after reflection from the end wall. Similarly for
M,:2.00, it varies from 1.999 to 2.136 and for Mr:2.20, it varies from 1.655 to
1.752 wherc the fluctuations are measured after reflection from the end
wall. So in these computations, the TKE level is amplified in interaction of
shock wave with the turbulent flow and the same result is found in DNS of Lee et
al [ 1]. The two-dimensional computational results inside the Mach number
range l.0l-1.50, conducted by Rotman l8l, the maximum amplification factor of
TKE level was 2.00.

t
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Ro nan 199 --\
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Figure 12: The variation of amplification factor of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
level for different shock Mach number where fluctuations are measured for the positions
of shock (a) after interaction and far from the turbulent regime before reflection and
before interaction (b) after interaction and far from the turbulent regime after reflection
and-before interaction (c) after interaction and near the turbulent regime after reflection
and before interaction.
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4 GRID CONVERGENCE STUDY

Using different level of refined grid:
The study of the grid convergence on the present computational results has

been carried out for different levels of grid refinement and for different grid sizes.
The results, obtained for incident shock Mach number 1.50 are used for the study
of the grid convergence. The refinement level one is used to solve the flow field
with coarse grid and the refinement level three is used to solve the flow field with
very refined grid. The results, obtained for level one, level two and level three
refined grids, are compared with each other to observe the accuracy level of the
computational results and such comparisons are used to determine the
convergence behavior of the present simulation results. The two-dimensional
sectional views of adaptive grids of refinement level one, two and three are
shown in Fig.l3. The RMS (Root Mean Square) value of longitudinal velocity
fluctuations or the longitudinal turbulence intensity, <u>/U are determined along
the centerline of the turbulent region for the different levels of refined grids
which is shown in Fig.14. It is observed that the longitudinal turbulence intensity
profile, obtained from the refinement level one, has some deviations with the
profiles for higher refinement level and the longitudinal turbulence intensity
profile for the refinement level two has the good agreement with the longitudinal
furbulence intensity profile for the refinement level three and some disagreements
are observed at the position near the turbulence grids. Similarly the lateral
velocity fluctuations, v'/U and w'/U are determined along the centerline of the
turbulent region for the different levels of refined grids and it is observed that
there have the good agreements between the lateral velocity fluctuations profiles,
obtained for higher level of refined grids. Fig.l5 shows the average pressure
variations across the reflected shock wave for the different levels of refined grids.
It is observed that there have the good agreements between the average pressure
profiles across the shock wave, obtained for higher level ofrefined grids.

Using different grid size:
The utilities of the grid refinement in grid convergence study are sometimes

difficult if there have the more deviations between the results obtained by two
successive levels of the grid refinement. In that case different sizes of the grid
are suitable to use for grid convergence study. Different grid sizes are 2 x 2 x 2
grid and 4 x 4 x 4 grid,per cubic centimeter. For the size of 2 x 2 x2 grid, the
initial number of grid in the computational domain is 1985 and the
computational domain is shown in Fig.16 (i). Similarly for the size of 4 x 4 x 4
grid, the initial number of grid in the computational domain is 15880 and the
computational domain is shown in Fig.16 (ii). So it is observed that different
turbulent parameters in the turbulent region are determined for different number
and size of the grids contain in the turbulent region. The lateral planes intersect
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Figure L3: Two-dimensional cuts of the three-dimensional adaptive grids: (i) Level one;
(ii) Level two; (iii) Level three
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Fig.14 Longitudinal turbulence intensity (<r>M before and after
shock/turbulence interaction along the centerline of the turbulent region
different grid refinement levels
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Figure 15 : Average pressure (p"/p")
different grid refinement levels, where
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Figure 16 : Three dimensional mesh and the position of the turbulence-generating grid
plate are shown where different grid sizes are (i) 2x2x2 grid/cm3; (lj) 4x4i4 grid/cm1-

the centerline of the turbulent region, are used to determine different turbulent
parameters. Each lateral plane contains several grids and the number of grid
depends on the number of grid per unit volume in the turbulent region. For 4 x 4
x 4 grid, the number of grid in the lateral plane is approximately four times more
than for 2 x 2 x 2 glid. The computational resutis for different grid sizes are
compared and performed the independence test of grid size in the present
simulation results. All the results, obtained before and after the shock/turbulence
interaction, are used to determine the independence test of grid size. The
longitudinal turbulence intensity, <u>/u are determined along the centerline of
the turbulent region for different grid sizes of 2 x 2 x 2 gid, *J+ * 4 x 4 gnd, and
the comparison between the characteristic profiles of the longitudinal turbulence
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intensity for different grid sizes are shown in Fig.17. It is observed in Fig.17 that
the characteristic profiles for different grid sizes are simulated each other and the
result indicates the independency on grid size in the present computations.
Similarly the lateral velocity fluctuations, v'/U and w'/U are determined along the
centerline of the turbulent region for different grid sizes of 2 x 2 x 2 gid, and 4 x 4 x 4
grid and it is observed that the characteristic profiles of lateral velocity
fluctuations for different grid sizes are simulated each other and the simulation
results are independent on the grid size. The normalized average pressure
variations are determined across the reflected shock wave for different grid sizes
of 2 x 2 x 2 grid and 4 x 4 x 4 gid, and the comparison between the average
pressure profiles for different grid sizes are shown in Fig.18. It is observed in
Fig.l8 that the average pressure profiles across the shock wave for different grid
sizes are simulated eaeh other and this result also indicates the independency on
grid size in the present computations.

6 7 8

Xlm

Figure 17: Longitudinal turbulence intensity (<u>/U) before and after the
shock/turbulence interaction along the centerline of the turbulent region for different grid
SIZ9S s

*299gr id
'..... 4x4x4 grid
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Figure 18 : Average pressure (Pav /P) variation across the reflected shock wave for
different grid sizes, where, Xc= 0.0 corresponds to the shock location and)Am =7.6
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The present computational results indicate that turbulence intensities of
velocity are amplified after interaction of the shock wave with the turbulent flow.
The magnitude of this amplification varies with the change of shock Mach
number and the flow velocity following the shock wave. It is observed that the
amplification of turbulent intensities are higher value in interaction of normal
shock with the subsonic flow fields and decrease this value in interaction with the
supersonic flow fields. Experimentally to find out the amplification of turbulent
intensities and other parameters are the diffrcult tasks. In that case, computational
results can be used as diagnostics tools. The present computations indicate that
the amplification of turbulent kinetic energy levels are higher value in interaction
of normal shock with the subsonic flow fields and decrease this value in
interaction with the supersonic flow fields. After interaction, the dissipation rate
of TKE decreases in all the cases of shock/turbulence interaction. Grid
convergence study has been conducted in this computational work and it is
observed that all computational results are independent on the grid size.
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